Binge Bros. Productions options the hilarious YA novel,
”The Greatest Zombie Movie Ever” which has been adapted
into a Feature Screenplay by author, Jeff Strand.
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Vancouver-based Binge Bros. Productions is pleased to announce the
optioning of Jeff Strand's hilarious YA comedy novel, The Greatest Zombie
Movie Ever, a story about the misadventures of three aspiring teenage
filmmakers who set out to make the ultimate horror movie, but get in way
over their heads.
Binge Bros. creative producers, Scott Winlaw and Craig George, were drawn
to Jeff Strand's horror-comedy books, and chose to option the novel because
of their shared love of horror films, ridiculous humor, and the indie film
making process. The plot of The Greatest Zombie Movie Ever is:
After producing three horror films that went mostly ignored on YouTube,
Justin and his filmmaking buddies decide it's time to make something epic. In
fact, they're going to make The Greatest Zombie Movie Ever. They may not
have money or a script, but they have passion. Hemmed in by a one-month
timeline and a cast of uncooperative extras, Justin must face the sad, sad
truth: he may, in actuality, be producing The Worst Zombie Movie Ever.

“Starting out as indie filmmakers ourselves, Craig and I can definitely relate
to the characters in Jeff's novel. The young filmmakers in the book have a
vision, some ambition, and a ton of passion, but anyone who has ever made a
film with little or no budget knows if anything can go wrong, it will go
wrong, and that’s exactly what happens to these poor kids. You can’t help but
laugh at the ridiculous situations they get themselves into, while feeling
extremely bad for them at the same time. It’s so much fun watching them
fail!” exclaimed Winlaw.
Currently, Binge Bros. Productions is developing ‘The Greatest Zombie
Movie Ever’ into a live action Feature Comedy, with a screenplay
adapted by the prolific novelist.
“We made the decision to have Jeff adapt his own work because obviously no
one knows the narrative and characters better than he does. On top of that,
Jeff brings his own brand of twisted humor to the project that you simply
can’t get from anyone else. He’s also very open to collaboration, and that's
where Scott and I have gotten involved, trying to up the stakes and making
the story more cinematic, while staying true to the story's theme that
friendship should always take precedence over blind ambition. As far a
comedy punch up, we won't need one. Jeff's already nailed that one in the
coffin!” George adds.
Strand decided that the Binge Bros. were a great fit for his ‘gut busting’
zombie novel, because of their production company’s focus on comedic
properties, and their overall approach as creative producers on the project.
The American author felt his original story and characters were in good
hands, "After our very first phone call, I knew these were the right guys to
adapt this book. We have the same twisted vision for this project. I don’t yet
know which one is Scott and which one is Craig, but that knowledge will
come in time,” explains Strand.

Craig and Scott are also set to direct the Feature which is aimed at a YA
Halloween audience who might prefer laughs over screams.
Binge Bros. Productions is currently exploring Co-Production partnerships
and Distribution options as they continue development on the movie.

About Binge Bros. Productions:

Craig George, Creative Producer
Craig’s background is as a writer and illustrator, but he entered into the
animation industry in the early 2000s. Starting out as a storyboard artist, he
soon transitioned into Directing and has now worked on numerous projects
for NICKELODEON, HASBRO, LIONSGATE FILMS, AMAZON PRIME,
and DREAMWORKS ANIMATION.
He was also Head of Story on the animated feature ESCAPE FROM
PLANET EARTH and is currently directing on an animated series of an
established DREAMWORKS property.

Scott Winlaw, Creative Producer
Scott has been an editor, and director for over 20 years working on a diverse
range of projects from Feature Films to Documentary Television. His work
has been aired worldwide on major networks, including DISCOVERY,
HISTORY, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, ABC, CBC, BBC CANADA,
NETFLIX, and AMAZON PRIME.
In 2014, Scott joined Olympic Broadcasting Services to work on a behind the
scenes documentary on the MAKING OF THE GAMES for the Sochi Winter
Olympics.
He was also the Supervising Editor on the animated feature(s) ESCAPE
FROM PLANET EARTH, THE WILLOUGHBYS, and most recently Robert
Kirkman's highly anticipated animated series, INVINCIBLE.

Jeff Strand, Author & Executive Producer
Jeff Strand is an American writer, best known for his works of horrorcomedy. He has published over 40 novels and over 100 short stories, and also
written screenplays and comedy sketches. He has been nominated for the
Bram Stoker Award four times. His novels include PRESSURE, A BAD DAY
FOR VOODOO, WOLF HUNT (and also WOLF HUNT 2 and WOLF
HUNT 3), GRAVEROBBERS WANTED (NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY), and MY PRETTIES.
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